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WHO IS INDWE AVIATION?
Indwe Aviation (Pty) Ltd (Indwe), is a South African Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment (B-BBEE) company. Indwe has the credentials, expertise, ability and
infrastructure to provide a cost effective world class service to the aviation industry.
Since 2008, they have been the current aviation services provider to PetroSA (South Africa’s
State Petroleum Company). The services rendered by Indwe to PetroSA include transportation
of people, equipment and cargo in terms of scheduled flights to and from the George airport to
the various installations offshore on a 24/7 basis. Indwe also provides passenger handling and
management of the operational base at George airport. This includes safety briefings, provision
of lounge facilities for waiting passengers, and baggage handling.

iNDWE AVIATION’S COMMITMENT TO SERVICE
With their experience in the provision of the aviation services to PetroSA and elsewhere in the
world, Indwe understands the nature of services required and the urgency involved in a time
sensitive service that meets the highest safety requirements. Their aircrafts meet all the safety,
technical, operational and commercial requirements of the oil and gas industry.
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Since its establishment, Indwe recorded no reportable incident as defined by the South African
Civil Aviation Authority, no life threatening incident and most importantly no accidents at all.

THE POWER OF INDWE AVIATION THROUGH SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Since 2014, Indwe has spent nearly R1 million for targeted skills development programmes for
people living with disabilities and unemployed youth. The programmes for people living with
disabilities include accommodation, transport, meals and medical support. To date 32 learners
including those who completed learnerships with Signa Academy have benefitted from Indwe’s
programmes.
Through their commitment to improving the lives of young South Africans, Indwe has helped
these young leaders of tomorrow by giving them the opportunity to learn new skills and further
their lives. Their company sponsorship has helped these learners to go on and make positive
contributions to their families and the communities around them. As a result, continuing the
momentum that is the Power of One.
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the story of DUWAYNE
After completing his matric, Duwayne Charlton Louw had to face the reality of having no job and
no means of paying for a tertiary education. However, nothing could stop Duwanye when destiny
called.
The hardworking young man from Cape Town was physically job hunting in Bellville when he
found out about Signa Academy. He became a Indwe sponsored learner and completed his
business administration learnership and ever since then his life has been on a trajectory to
success.
Reflecting on his experience, Duwayne says “I have been able to bring food into the house for
my mom and my brother. Signa gave me the opportunity to learn and gain as much knowledge
about business admin that I can. I will now use these skills to secure a stable job and continue
helping my family.”
He plans to one day continue his business studies and maintain his title as a bread winner.
Through the Power of One, Signa Academy and Indwe Aviation made a difference in
Duwayne’s life who went on to make a difference in the lives of his family.
Duwayne expressed his utmost gratitude to Signa and his sponsor company Indwe Aviation. “I
am grateful to Signa and Indwe for the priceless opportunity they offered me.” This enthusiastic
young man now advises others like him to focus on what’s important for their futures and to
always have faith that things will work out eventually.
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